
 

 

No compromise – just great taste

 We’ve spiced up
 the classic Danish

Pure pleasure 

Our new Danish pastries are  
modern and tasty – and vegan too!  



Danish pastry is a classic crunchy treat. With four new flavours we 
challenge tradition with Nordic-inspired taste of buckthorn and apple 

and other surprising combinations. 

At Kohberg we do our best to remain one step ahead of consumers' 
needs and upcoming food trends. Today’s conscious consumers seek a 

better, healthier and more ethical lifestyle but also quality and great 
taste – especially when looking for indulgence.  

Our modern Danish pastries are attractive and creative innovations. 
They have lots of rich flavour and a light and crispy structure that is 

characteristic of authentic Danish pastry.

Innovative Danish pastries

 Trend and tradition 
in one crispy mouthful 



Innovative  
and tasty  

Danish pastry 
– and vegan too! 



Quality  
Danish pastry

- No palm oil
- Flour free from plant 

growth regulators
- Plant-based and  

no eggs



Kohberg is the largest family-owned bakery in Denmark. 
We bake all our Danish pastry with specially selected 

ingredients. From January 2020 all our Danish pastry will 
be with Danish wheat flour and therefore without plant 

growth regulators.

Young people in particular are embracing a vegan lifestyle 
so we bake our new Danish pastries only with plant-based 

ingredients. They contain neither egg nor palm oil.

Genuine quality 
Danish pastries – 
with a conscience 



 

Truly Nordic

With apple and buckthorn this Danish 
pastry is a truly Nordic-inspired 
experience. In the slightly tangy flavour 
of buckthorn with the sweetness of the 
apple, you can almost feel the windy 
and warm Danish autumn on your face. 
Truly Nordic has a delicious and flaky 
crust baked with San-Francisco-inspired 
sourdough. Orange-flavoured icing 
makes Truly Nordic picture perfect. 

Surprising new flavours

Innovative 
Danish pastry 

at its best 

Buck-
thorn Apple



 

Happy Custard

The scrumptious Happy  
Custard is baked with  
San-Francisco-inspired 
sourdough and has smooth-
tasting vanilla custard and a 
yummy caramelized filling made 
from soft brown sugar. A 
fabulous treat sprinkled with 
chopped hazelnuts for a delicious 
look and a crispy bite that makes 
you smile.

Chunky Cherry

A deep red filling with a surprisingly fresh taste 
and chunks of cherry makes Chunky Cherry 
simply irresistible. Baked with San-Francisco-
inspired sourdough and sprinkled with linseed. 
Chunky Cherry has a colourful fruity filling that 
gives it a tempting look. Definitely a pastry you 
won't hesitate to tuck into!

Sunny Orange

Sunny Orange is like a crispy bite of summer 
with the delicious flavour of sun-ripened 
oranges and caramelized filling made with soft 
brown sugar. An uncompromising treat baked 
with San-Francisco-inspired sourdough and 
sprinkled with chopped hazelnuts for a 
delicious look and a crispy bite. 

Cherry Linseed

Vanilla Hazelnut

HazelnutOrange



Pre-order only. Please contact our  
export team for more information and details.

Kohberg Bakery Group A/S
+45 73 64 64 00 / sales@kohberg.com / kohberg.com

With 
buckthorn 
and apple 

With 
cherry and

linseed

Sunny Orange

Baking time straight from the  
freezer: Pre-heat convection  
oven to 190 °C and bake for  
17-19 minutes.

Weight: 90 g
Quantity: 48 items per colli

With 
orange and

hazelnut

With 
vanilla and

hazelnut

 Baked in Denmark 
with 50 years of 
experience and 

traditional 
craftsmanship.

Truly Nordic

Baking time straight from the 
freezer: Pre-heat convection 
oven to 190 °C and bake for  
17-19 minutes.

Weight: 88 g
Quantity: 48 items per colli

Happy Custard 

Baking time straight from the  
freezer: Pre-heat convection  
oven to 190 °C and bake for  
17-19 minutes.

Weight: 90 g
Quantity: 48 items per colli

Chunky Cherry

Baking time straight from the  
freezer: Pre-heat convection  
oven to 190 °C and bake for  
17-19 minutes.

Weight: 90 g
Quantity: 48 items per colli
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